Angel Falls, Venezuela / Air Pano (Russia)
Duration: 00:06:34

Synopsis:
360° video about Angel Falls — the highest waterfall in the world. Up to this moment nobody
was able to capture the Angel waterfall in 360° video format.
Produced by Air Pano.

Tree Hugger ( USA)
Duration: 00:05:48

Synopsis:
Climb to the top of Portland Oregon’s tallest tree in this immersive 360 experience, where the
view is spectacular from the top of a towering 246’ Douglas Fir in Forest Park. Expedition Old
Growth, a local company, takes participants of all ages on recreational tree climbs with the
goal to help them experience,learn and appreciate the forest. Founder and owner of Expedition
Old Growth, Damien Carre, explains how this life-changing experience works and why it means
so much to him. As a skilled arborist, Carre has dedicated his life’s work to trees.

Director: Matt Rowell
Produced by: Forrest Brennan, Thomas Hayden, Brad Gill
Editors: Forrest Brennan, Thomas Hayden

We Shall Have Peace / (South Sudan)
Duration: 00:08:07

Synopsis:
Eight years post-independence, South Sudan is the world's youngest nation, born out of a
long history of conflict and having spent most of its existence embroiled in civil war. "We Shall
Have Peace", an immersive film by Contrast in partnership with Journalists for Human Rights
(JHR), tells the stories of three South Sudanese people who are trying to heal, still in the
midst of chaos.
Credits: Zahra Rasool (director and executive producer); Viktorija Mickute (co-producer); Alan Bucaria
(director of photography); Maria Fernanda Lauret (VR post production)

Pandas by UTOVR & AirPano (China)

Duration: 00:04:22

Synopsis:
The giant panda is one of the most
important symbols of China, and it is also
loved by people all over the world. The film
was shot at the panda base in chengdu,
sichuan, where the world's most panda is
located. Through this VR film, you can get
in the daily life of the pandas, eating and
playing with them.
Credits:

Director: Sergey Semenov/ AirPano
Photographer: Stanislav Sedov/ AirPano
Producer: Jasmine Lee / UtoVR

Through Darcelle's Eyes (USA)
Duration: 00:20:30

Synopsis:
Walter Cole, aka Darcelle XV, is the oldest living performing drag queen in the West Coast’s
longest running drag show. She’s won a Guinness World Record and a regional Emmy for
her vivacious shows that showcase humor, glitz, and yes, even a pair of bedazzled, glowing
chaps for her performance of Glen Campbell’s Rhinestone Cowboy!
At 87 years old, Darcelle shows no signs of slowing down. She continues to wow audiences
with her weekly performances, and advocacy for the LGBTQIA community is always part of
the mix. Such work is nothing new for Darcelle, who has been an integral part of the gayrights movement in Portland since it began.
“Through Darcelle’s Eyes” will introduce audiences to the life and journey of a legendary
performer who braved discrimination and never backed down. Our 360 documentary will
showcase interviews with Darcelle, performance footage, and creatively staged animations
of Portland's past. Our hope for this film is simple: preserve and honor the history of one of
America's most cherished performers, the one and only Darcelle XV.
A whole new world of entertainment awaits the viewer of "Through Darcelle's Eye's." Be
prepared to laugh, cry, and have have your perspective opened wider than ever before.
Directed by Rachel Bracker and Brad Gill, Powered by 360 Labs, Presented by Pride
Northwest Executive Producer, Gerda Leopold

IF (UK)
Duration: 00:06:17

Synopsis:
IF is a 180 VR film about infertility created by Dee Harvey and produced by Chi Thai. It tells
the story of Claudia and Josh, a married couple who decide to go for IVF treatment when
their hopes of naturally conceiving a baby fail. With their finances, relationships and bodies
put under a microscope, they discover if their love for one another can stretch and carry
them through

Fire in the forest (Brazil)
Duration: 00:06:55

Synopsis:
A VR film from the Socioenvironmental Institute (ISA)
Directed by Tadeu Jungle, the first Virtual Reality (VR) film produced in an indigenous village
in the Amazon Rainforest depicts the day-to-day of the Waurá Indians and their drama to
contain the fire that threatens the forests and life in the Xingu Indigenous Park, Brazil.
Documentary realized in Virtual Reality on the Waurá people, an indigenous ethnic group of
560 people that lives in the Xingu Indigenous Park in the Amazon Rainforest, Brazil. The
film goes through the daily life of the village Piyulaga and reveals that the Indians maintain
their traditional culture while incorporating habits and technologies of the "whites." The short
is a warning for the fire that, due to deforestation around the park and the worsening climate
change, has gone out of control and threatens the forests and life in the Xing.

Rivers of mud (Brazil)
Duration: 00:09:34

Synopsis:
THE WORST ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER IN BRAZIL
The virtual reality movie by the Brazilian film director Tadeu Jungle portraits delicately and
melancholically the survivors of Brazil’s greatest environmental disaster.
It is a short VR documentary about the worst environmental disaster in Brazil: the Samarco’s
dam failure. Sixty million cubic meters of toxic brown mudflows reached the Atlantic Ocean
17 days later, killing 19 people. The total impact and environmental consequences to the
river and the beaches near its mouth, or to the wildlife are still unclear. The documentary
shows what is left of the Bento Rodrigues village, contrasting the devastated landscape with
the happy memories of its inhabitants. www.riodelama.com.br
DIRECTOR TADEU JUNGLE
PRODUCERS MARCOS NISTI > RAWLINSON PETER TERRABUIO > TADEU JUNGLE
PRODUCTION ACADEMIA DE FILMES > BEENOCULUS > MARIA FARINHA FILMES

The Goldfish Theory / (Denmark)
Duration: Interactive experience runs on Vive

Synopsis:
The Goldfish Theory is a hilarious live action 360 film about a science experiment on a
goldfish where you see everything from the goldfish's Point Of View! The story is a
humorous sci-fi comedy loosely based on Einstein's theory of relativity, in which two
Danish scientist in a last desperate attempt to make a teleport/time machine, actually
succeed and travel around the world. The pair have been working together for 5 years
without producing results, but are now faced with the dilemma of how to handle their
newfound achievement and how to get back home. To make matters works their
experiment have disturbed the spacetime continuum, and they are soon fighting for
survival and to remedy their runaway experiment. But before they can save themselves,
they must reconcile their feelings for one another, because they come to understand that
their metaphysical state is just as important as their physical experiment when it comes to
dealing with time traveling goldfish.
Credits:
Jacob Thorndahl Thomas Pape -Digital Visual Design Sound Design, Manuscript & Director
Producer: Aurora Huseth Bjørnhaug
Scenographers: Hallvard Hellem, Cecilia Gyllsén
Programmers: Martin Sandberg, Odd-Kjetil Aamot Dahl
Lighting design: Uffe Mulvad, Michael Mark Lanham
Composer: Theo Nogueira
Actors: Sebastian Haugelund Kristine Lauritzen Rasmus Natalie

Experience Egypt (Egypt)
Duration: 00:03:02

Synopsis:
The video explores parts of St.Catherine and Mount Moses in the Sinai Desert and the
Red Sea. Starting with The Sinai Trail and moving to Ras Mohamed National Protectorate
in Sharm El Sheikh.

Credits: Company name: idv digital
Tariq Howeidy- Directing / Cinematographer
Nagwan Nashaat- DOP
Hany Ismail- Technician
idv digital - Post Production
Yassmin Abdel - Fattah Editing
Mohamed Azab - Assistant Editor
Bassem Ebeid - Music composer
Mostafa Fahmy - VFX
OZ Production - Production

Red Sea logistics & support Kite Addicts kitesurfing
Ahmed Salaka - Diver
Karim Salah - Diver
Tariq Howeidy - Diver
Sinai logistics & support :
Wild Guanabana
Ben Hoffler - Cofounder of the Sinai Trail
Nasser Mansour - Desert Guide

New York (Air Pano)
Duration: 00:04:37

Synopsis:
New York is one of the most appealing cities in the world. More than 62 million people
visit this city annually! Manhattan is the heart of the city and the most densely populated
district in the USA: 1.6 million people inhabit the area of 59 sq kilometres.

Lake Baikal: Episode 1. Winter Spirit

(Russia/USA)

Duration: 00:07:22

Synopsis:
Documentary (360 3D),
Directors: Michael Owen, Georgy Molodtsov
Production: MEDIACOMBO (USA), VRability (Russia), PROSENSE (Russia)
Cinematic virtual reality will transport viewers to Lake Baikal in Siberia during winter
2016 and introduce them to the dramatic landscapes and the local customs and spiritual
traditions of people who live around the oldest, deepest and most voluminous body of
fresh water on Earth – 20% of all the liquid fresh water on our planet.

Back to the Past by Visual Solutions 360 (France)
Duration: 00:02:42

Synopsis:
We are traveling and sharing the unique experience of a weekend in the Provins Medieval
festival that takes each year in France.
Feel the medieval celebration with all the colors, activities and special events that this
village share each year.
The film is auto produced documentary of personal experience by Michael Kolchesky CEO
of Visual Solutions 360.

http://visual-solutions-360.com/
www.visualsolutions360.Com

Liza Alert (Russia)
Duration: 00:06:00

Synopsis:
360 fiction, A short film about the search and rescue volunteer organisation "Liza Alert".
The story of a young girl who participates in a search and rescue operation for the first
time. As a result, she not only finds the missing boy, but also like-minded people.
Director Egor Isaev
DOP Mitya Gusev
Producer Polina Kazarceva, Boris Fomenko, Teymuraz Margvelashvilly
Writer Andrey Chernyshev
Cast Juliya Vygodyanskaya, Eugeny Venediktov, Sergey Satkis

Here and there (Belarus)
Duration: 00:10:00

Synopsis:
360 fiction.
The movie is about an author who lives among barricades of books and magazines. He
is searching for the right story but should overcome the resistence of his characters and
daily routine in the person of his importunate wife. The scene is laid in two worlds: the
world of author and the world of his novel. And it seems that the door between them isn't
closed.

Director: Kirill Halitsky

Meet thousand Island Lake (China)
Duration: 00:05:32

Synopsis:
Produced by Hangzhou Seven Eye Network Technology Co., Ltd.

Qiandao Lake is a man-made lake located in Chun'an County, Zhejiang, China, formed
since the completion of theXin'an River hydroelectric station. There are 1,078 large islands
in the lake and a few thousand smaller ones. It covers an area of 573 km² and has a
storage capacity of 17.8 km³. The total area of the islands in the lake is about 86 km².
The lake is an important tourist attraction of Zhejiang.Qiandao Lake is known for its clear,
and sometimes drinkable water, such as that used to produce the renowned Nongfu
Spring brand of mineral water. It is also home to lush forestation (over 90%), and exotic
islands, its more popular attractions include Bird Island, Snake Island, Monkey Island,
Lock Island (featuring supposedly the world's biggest lock), and Island to Remind You of
Your Childhood.

Dream fashion show (China)
Duration: 00:03:17

Synopsis:
The Dream Fashion Show is appeared through VR, the unique and immersive medium,
which is a kind of new experiment. This VR video is about Spring Fashion Trend Report
of 2018 Shanghai Fashion Week in C section, and it’s produced by MXVR and the IPS.
We have been running a lot of efforts for post-composing VR videos and then present a
fantastic and dreamy scene successfully.
This VR video is the first video of “Jaunt China Wonder 10 Plan”, which is using the most
advanced 3D VR technology, and has been reported by BAZZAR exclusively.
Format: 3DVR
Camera: Jaunt One + Gopro4

Magic show - Little Planet / Peter Van den Wyngaert (Belgium)
Duration: 00:02:14

Synopsis:
Experience close-up magic like never before. Magician Kim Dèrvan will amaze, surprise
you and make you smile. VR-production by Peter Van den Wyngaert – littleplanet.be
www.littleplanet.be
www.facebook.com/littleplanet.be

Filamu (France/Tanzania)
Duration: 00:13:21

Synopsis:
Two black Americans are asked to share their views on Africa by seeing 360 ° images
filmed in Tanzania, as they are juries for a festival.
It is the cultural irony that black Americans are primarily descendants of Africa that leads
them to be chosen for this role.
All this confusion will lead to a long debate full of authenticity and humor through a visually
African but vocally American journey.
Type: Docu-Fiction / Year: 2018, Script Writer, Director and Producer : Maud Clavier
Voice actors: Pearl Ramsey and Mel Roberson
Dialogues: Maud Clavier and Pearl Ramsey
Cameraman: Julien Clavier
Editing: Charles-Henri Marraud des Grottes
VFX and stitching: Michael Kolchesky
Colouring: Kaivan Bouromand
Sound designer and music composer: Jeremy Piccirilli

Peace for Triple Piano (USA)
Duration: 00:04:15

Synopsis:
A musical exploration of symmetries through space and time.
Produced by Vi Hart and Henry Segerman (USA)

Ship cemetery in Turk Lagoon, Micronesia / Air Pano (Russia)
Duration: 00:08:56

Synopsis:
In the southwestern Pacific Ocean, there is a widely scattered archipelago of the Caroline
Islands, which belongs to the Federated States of Micronesia. The most recognised place
of this archipelago is Truk Lagoon: the waters of this atoll is considered to be the world's
largest ship cemetery.
Produced by Air Pano.

Lily story (USA)
Duration: 00:04:50

Synopsis:
Description: CreatorUp is partnering with the 2019 Special Olympics World Games to
produce story-driven immersive content that provides a global audience with the ability to
“Meet the Determined” in a truly unique, and unprecedented manner. We traveled to 10
cities around the world to tell the stories of athletes, their families, and the community
programs built around special needs and the Special Olympics events that are happening
365 days a year. How have these impacted their lives? Who have been their inspiration?
What makes them so determined? What can we all learn from this?

Credits: Talents: Lily Mills, Telulah Bailey (Mum), James Mott (coach) Executive Producer:
Sean Graham Director: Dirk Wallace Producer: Christina Fitzpatrick Director Photography:
Sebastien Hameline DIT / Assistant Camera: Hugh Hou Sound / 2D Photography / BTS: Alex
Tafreshi Post Supervisor: Mark Simpson Pipeline Supervisor: Ezra Fine Story Editor: Shelby
Baldock Stitcher / Editor / SFX: Hugh Hou VFX / Animation: Jonathan Winbush

The Choice (Poland/Canada)
Duration: Demo interactive experience

Synopsis:
Choice is a virtual reality documentary experience inviting you to enter the digital
consciousness of a virtual person dealing with an unplanned pregnancy. It is currently
under development and is planned to release next year.In the experience you “wake up”
to realize that you are in someone else’s body. You hear a voice inside your head: “how
could this happen? What should I do?”. These words float through the air around you,
making you feel as though the thoughts are yours, that this panic is yours.
As your mind searches for answers, real people appear in this space with you. They speak
to you about what shaped their decision to terminate their pregnancy and the emotions
they experienced. Each person’s story is different, diverse and unique.
They respond to questions that call out through the virtual subconsciousness; How did
they feel when they found out they were pregnant? How did their friends, family and the
people in their lives react? Did they get support, or were they alone? Were they afraid?
Scared of what could happen? Did they have doubts? Or felt shame? Was it a relief? As
each person shares their experience, they paint a story from a moment in their life with all
the emotions accompanying it.
Director : Joanne-Aska
Popinska

Composer: Janal
Bechthold

Outreach manager : Nana
Kowalcze

Creative&technical
producer: Tom C. Hall

Associate Producer : Soke
Kirchhof

Associate produer : ada
Vaughan

Anima / (Spain)
Duration: 00:14:21

Synopsis:
A 360º VR series of Daniel Dou
ANIMA is a 360 VR and transmedia series about Alma’s ghost: She dies at a rave party
but comes back in a spiritual form and tries to learn how to move in her new ghostly
world while she figures out who killed her and why.
ÁNIMA is a ghost series or an unearthly drama, but also a thriller, and a romantic flick
with an erotic bit, with some S/F additions.
VR and AR Apps would be done to amplify and gamify the users’ experience and their
social networks loyalty, covering the entire audio-visual digital consumer spectrum.
Here you can enjoy the 360 video demo, done with just 2000 euro budget back in 20152016.

Lake Baikal, Magical Ice by Air Pano (Russia)
Duration: 00:07:36

Synopsis:
In winter the Lake is covered with ice 1-2 meters thick. During very cold times giant cracks
appear in the ice. They can be up to 30 km long and 3 meters wide. Apart from giant
cracks, the Lake is covered with beautiful and very diverse small cracks. The cliffs on the
banks grow icicles of unbelievable size. Baikal ice attracts tourists from all over the world.
Produced by Air pano.

Hermitage VR / (Russia)
Duration: 00:19:00

Synopsis:
Based on the key events in the history of the State Hermitage Museum, the story spans
from the era of Catherine The Great until the modern day. The filming took place at the
Palace Square, in the halls of the museum, the Hanging Garden and on the roof of the
Winter Palace. One of the most acclaimed Russian film actors Konstantin Khabensky
plays the leading part.
Throughout the film, mystic guide with a gift of travelling across time and space will be
accompanying a VR filmgoer. VR cinemagoer will wind up in the halls of the Hermitage,
travel through time and be able to get into the areas closed for public. One of the most
breathtaking scenes will take place on the rooftop of the Hermitage.
Duration of the VR film is set at 19 minutes.
Associated Companies: Artekom LLC project by production Companies Super8.pro and
Videofabrika.ru with The State Hermitage Museum supervision
Credits: Film Director: Mikhail Antykov. Movie director in the VR360 format. Studied Computer
Graphics Directing at the St. Petersburg State University of Cinema and Television. Worked as a
director in "Oleg Gusev Studio" on the filming of music videos. The founder of the company
Videofabrika.ru.

The Disappearing Oasis / (Morocco)
Duration: 00:06:49

Synopsis:
Halim Sbai knows he cannot save the oasis, but he is doing everything he can to let the
world know what’s happening on the border with the Sahara. "The Disappearing Oasis",
an immersive film by Contrast, produced in partnership with the European Forest
Institute, illuminates desertification, which threatens the livelihood of more than 2 million
people living in the oases - fertile areas in a desert - of Morocco. Climate change is one
of the main causes for the degradation of these fragile ecosystems. Lack of
opportunities drives people away from the oases, leaving empty lands for the Sahara to
grab. Even though locals cannot save the oases by themselves, Halim plants palm tree
seeds every year to try and stop desertification.
Credits: Viktorija Mickute (director and producer); Maria Fernanda Lauret (director of
photography and VR post production); Zahra Rasool (executive producer); Abdellah Azizi (fixer)
Vertical poster:

China, Colorful mountains of the Zhangye Danxia Geopark
(Chine/ Russia)
Duration: 00:03:03

Synopsis:
China has such a unique landform that there is a special word for it — Danxia. It refers to
various landscapes that consist of red sandstone characterized by steep colourful cliffs.
Produced by Air pano.

The capital city of Vilnius (Lithuania)
Duration: 00:02:54

Synopsis:
A short 360 degree video about the capital city of Vilnius, Lithuania. This video was shot
in spring, using Yi360vr camera, Manfrotto 055XPROB tripod, DJI mavic Pro drone and
Gopro suction cup.
Produced by Mindaugas Dvaronaitis

Winter, Leave (North Macedonia)
Duration: 00:07:17

Synopsis:
Every winter, North Macedonia’s capital, Skopje, becomes enveloped in a smog of
pollution, as the concentration of poisonous particles in the air spikes to record heights.
The immersive film, "Winter, Leave", by Contrast in partnership with Habitat for
Humanity, takes the viewer to the center of the Balkan Peninsula. Many residents are
increasingly frustrated with the pollution. They demand action and answers to why the
air is so toxic during Skopje’s winter.
Credits: Viktorija Mickute (director and producer); Joi Lee (producer and director of
photography); Zahra Rasool (executive producer); Maria Fernanda Lauret (VR post production);
Elia Ghorbiah (VR post production); Saska Cvetkovska (fixer)

Ancient to Modern - Jerusalem Marathon (Israel)
Duration: 00:03:06

Synopsis:

Jerusalem
Marathon
About 40,000 runners from 80 countries around the world ran in a breathtaking route which
is not only varied in its terrain, but also narrates the story of Jerusalem and its 3,000 years
history, passing through amazing views moving from ancient to modern such as the Old
City walls, Knesset (parliament building), the Supreme Court, Cinematheque and Theater,
the president’s residence, Hebrew University and the German colony
Filmed by Asi Teichthal

Purim- Celebrating in Jerusalem (Israel)
Duration: 00:01:35

Synopsis:

Video of the Purim Parade in the Nachlaot neighborhood in Jerusalem.
Purim is one of the Jewish holidays. In Hebrew it is called the Festival of Lots). According
to the Book of Esther, Haman, the royal vizier of the Persian King Artaxerxes, was
planning to kill all the Jews in the empire. His plans were foiled by Mordecai and his
cousin's daughter, Esther, whom he adopted, and who had risen to be the Queen of
Persia.
The day of deliverance became a day of feasting and rejoicing for Jews. On this day,
people exchange gifts of food and drink, give gifts to the poor, eat a celebratory meal,
wear masks and costumes, and make celebrations and parades.
Filmed by Asi Teichthal www.facebook.com/360jerusalem

